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❏ Founded in 1982, Electronic Arts Inc. develops, markets, and 

distributes games, content, and online services for gaming 

consoles, mobile phones, and personal computers

❏ Best known for EA Sports FIFA, Madden NFL, Star Wars, 

Battlefield, and the Sims

❏ Growing offering, hence revenue, in live services, in-game 

purchases, downloadable content, and e-sports 

Company Overview
Business Overview

Financial Overview
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NASDAQ: EA 52-Week Performance

Executive TeamRevenue Breakdown
Andrew Wilson - CEO & Director
❏ CEO and Director since September 2013

❏ Provides insight on daily operations and strategic vision 
of EA; Served as Executive Producer of FIFA

Kenneth Moss: Chief Technology Officer
❏ Chief Technology Office since July 2014

❏ Serves in organization and strategy for EA’s Digital 
Platform and IT department

Blake Jorgenson: COO & CFO
❏ CFO since September 2012 & COO since April 2018

❏ Acted as the CFO of both Levi Strauss & Co. and Yahoo! 
Inc. and worked as an investment banker previously



Industry Outlook

Key Players & Market Share

Industry Trends

❏ The global video game market size is at a staggering $131.3B with expectations to reach $179.1B by 

2024, recording a CAGR of 6.4% from 2019 to 2024

❏ While the package and product market for games is declining in growth, the Downloadable Content 

(DLC) market is prominently capturing more market share as users are showing preference to improve 

the existing in-game experience

Market Growth & Statistics
❏ The eSports market is a major trend driving the media industry, forcing large-scale media companies to 

increasingly partake in marketing, publishing, and broadcasting events and competition

❏ Global eSports market is predicted to exceed $1.1B USD in revenue with a year-over-year growth rate of 26.7%

❏ In 2020, this global revenue is also expected to reach $1.5B USD which implies a YoY growth of 36.4%

Audience Opportunity
❏ The global eSports viewership is predicted to grow to 453.8M in 2019, in which 44.3% are eSports enthusiasts, 

and the remaining 55.7% being occasional viewers

❏ With the continually increasing audience (CAGR of 14.0% from 2017 to 2022), the network effect will further 

fortify the eSports industry and draw more media companies to take advantage of the opportunity

❏ In 2022, the average revenue per fan is predicted to grow to $6.02

The Surge of the eSports Market 

Leading APAC Region 

❏ The Asia-Pacific (APAC) region has accounted for more than 50% of the eSports 

viewership population in 2019, expecting continual growth due to intensive gaming culture

❏ China has taken up 41% of the global video game market revenue, and with South Korea, 

there exists a likely probability these countries will outpace North America in term of the 

penetration of smartphone and PC users



I: Increased Focus on Growing eSports Industry
eSport Initiatives and Opportunities

EA Broadcasting Center
❏ In March of 2019, Electronic Arts opened its first eSports broadcasting centre in its 

headquarters, which is designed to host tournaments and shows

❏ This broadcasting center also features a studio section for filming activities (i.e. 

interviews, green screen, etc.) with a focus to create content for building EA’s eSports 

community and initiatives

EA Competitive Gaming Division
❏ As a long-term strategy, Electronic Arts have invested into creating the Competitive Gaming 

Division that focuses on the eSports segment

❏ Focusing on the opportunities within eSports will enable Electronic Arts to create lasting 

engagement with consumers, improving brand reputation and benefiting from network 

effects

❏ This division will also be crucial to not only revenue growth but also forming partnerships 

with sponsors, broadcasting stations, and tournament organizers

Strategic Partnerships

City Football Group
❏ In September 2019, EA signed a global partnership agreement with the 

City Football Group (“CFG”), which owns seven football clubs including 

Manchester City, Melbourne City FC, and NYC FC

❏ The pre-existing partnership with CFG has led to significant increases 

in engagement and popularity of both FIFA and Manchester City 

players

❏ In terms of eSports, FIFA benefits from increased users and average 

revenue per fan, and CFG gains presence within the games, 

converting virtual fans into real fans



II: Expanding Portfolio via Upcoming Game Releases
Stable & Diverse Revenue Generation 

Shifting Revenue Streams
❏ Live services (i.e. game streaming), revenue source introduced in 2018, is expected to increase 

by end of 2019 and become EA’s single largest revenue component

❏ New live services revenue stream portrays company’s focus on following market trends into 

entering digital space along with the eSports streaming industry

❏ Physical packaged goods (i.e. game discs, consoles) remain a popular revenue source, but is 

set to decrease this year due to its substitutable nature with live services

❏ Introduction of mobile games (i.e. FIFA Mobile & Sims Mobile) enable more access to games

Game Variety
❏ EA is well-positioned among competitors with its award-winning product portfolio, expanding its 

customer base

❏ Revenue is primarily generated from eSport games, yet the non-sport game, Apex 

Legends, attracted over 50 million players in only first month since release

❏ Developing games and strategies that fit current gaming trends to its managerial structure 

that emphasizes the competitive environment and consumer demand enables success

Revenue Segmentation by Product

Popular Product Releases



III: Consumer Retention & Network Effects
Superior Consumer Retention Strategy 

Creating and Improving Addictive “Hit” Games
❏ “Hit” games are games that are able to create popularity through superior quality, storyline, or 

addiction, allowing firms to rise to prominence and develop an outstanding reputation

❏ Electronic Arts has been especially successful to create hit games through addictive play 

such as FIFA, Madden NFL, NHL, and NBA Live, resulting in creation of recurring 

revenue streams

Psychological Retention Strategy
❏ The reason behind EA’s success lies in the cognitive biases within addiction, and especially, 

EA’s sports games are able to replicate the psychological effects present in gambling

❏ Illusion of Control: Consumers believe that having some kind of control in the game will 

enable the chances of winning will increase → Leading to greater in-game purchases of 

upgrades and improvements

❏ Self-Serving Bias: Consumers accredit wins to their skill and strategy, while attributing 

losses in game to bad luck → Encouraging addictive play of the game while disregarding 

any kind of self-culpability

Reliable Network Effects

Amplifying Strategy with Reach
❏ In fiscal year 2019 alone, EA Sports FIFA was able to capture 

approximately 45 million players on various consoles, reaching 260 million 

copies sold since its release

❏ EA also retains 193 million downloads for FIFA Mobile and 115 million 

players in Asia

❏ This immense network that EA possesses enlargens the psychological 

phenomena experienced, reinforcing its business model and the bottom-

line

❏ International geographic reach also enables to unify diverse players 

and builds communities which strongly encourages gameplay 

Recursion of Psychological Effects

EA 
Consumers

Dopamine Release

Cognitive Biases

Stress Release

FIFA 20
Apex Legends
Madden NFL Addictive behaviour 

leads to repeat, 
completing Customer 

Loyalty Cycle 



Catalysts & Risks
Catalysts Risks

Coming Game Releases
❏ In Q2, Electronic Arts have launched their most popular franchise FIFA 20 along with 

Madden NFL 20 and NHL 20

❏ The market has yet to realize the success FIFA will bring; despite the 

incremental changes, the new “Volta Football” mode and new updates/features 

to Ultimate Team will support its service revenue

Apex Legends Tournament
❏ Electronic Arts is planning to hold a tournament of its Apex Legends franchise with 

80 teams competing for $500,000

❏ This tournament will reinforce EA’s focus on the growing eSports industry, and aims 

to increase social interaction, competition, and popularity of the Apex ecosystem

❏ Focus on the Battle Royale Style fits the trend with games such as Fortnite and 

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds → Multiplayer Community Building

Changing Technological Environment
❏ Consistent, rapid change in the technological environment presents a risk as 

Electronic Arts must adjust and adapt its business model, strategy, and products to 

fulfill consumer expectations

❏ Failing to acclimate can lead to Electronic Arts missing out on opportunities

❏ Risk mitigated through strategic development process of determining optimal 

platforms and distribution methods through rigorous R&D

Cyber-Attacks and Threats
❏ Cyber-attacks are amplified with technological advancements and pose a threat to 

not only consumer security and privacy but also to Electronic Art’s products and 

services, technological infrastructure, and intellectual property

❏ Risk mitigated through reliance on third-parties that specialize in cybersecurity along 

with continual monitoring from EA itself



Valuation - Discounted Cash Flow Analysis



Valuation - Discounted Cash Flow Analysis



Valuation - Comparable Companies 



Recommendation

Final Recommendation: Buy | Electronic Arts Inc. 

Analyst Recommendations Valuation Summary
Company Price Target Position

Average $112.50 Buy

Merrill Lynch $102.00 Hold
BMO Capital $130.00 Buy

Bernstein $121.00 Buy
Credit Suisse $115.00 Buy

Robert W. Baird $114.00 Buy
Oppenheimer $110.00 Buy

Needham $120.00 Buy
SunTrust $107.00 Buy

Cowen & Co. $104.00 Buy
Citigroup $102.00 Hold

Analysis Price Target Weight

GORDON GROWTH

TERMINAL MULTIPLE

COMPARABLE 
COMPANIES

$110.21

$130.52

$107.17

40%

30%

30%

Weighted Target Price:  $115.39
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Disclaimer

The analyses and conclusions derived by Investa Insight are based on publicly available information, and is strictly for 

EDUCATIONAL USE. Investa Insight may include statements, estimates, and projections which are prepared with respect 

to, among other things, a historical and anticipated operating performance of the companies that Investa Insight analyzes. 

Investa Insights is not liable for inaccuracy with projections. 

Investa Insights will assume no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracy contatinted that may be made of such

information by the viewer. This content is in no shape associated with the views or opinions of the University or student 

union of said University  that is represented in the pitch.

No information herein may be replicated without the consent of Executive Board of Investa Insights. 


